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We offer dynamic solutions
to dividing space in the
workplace environment to
create spaces that are both
aesthetic and practical.

Reusable Walling Systems can help
you make an informed decision,
based on your unique business
needs. Striking a perfect balance
between design and functionality. We
offer dynamic solutions to dividing
space in the workplace environment
to create spaces that are both
aesthetic and practical.
Reusable Walling Systems is a cohesive
blend of creative design, financial
prowess and proven reliability in the
“design build arena”.
With these core offerings as well as
a conglomerate base of experience
and skills we have a lot to bring to
the field. From large operations to
E-mail: shaun@wallingsystems.co.za
www.wallingsystems.co.za

smaller clientele offerings and much
needed boutique services installations.
We have the ability to execute cost
effective roll outs on any scale both
Nationwide and throughout Southern Africa.
Our core manufacturing facility is
based in Johannesburg, shipping
countrywide. We maintain fully trained
installation crews in the main centers
assisting in the reduction of “out of
town costs”. Dedicated pre and post
manufacture staff effect stringent
quality controls to ensure that
every panel leaving our facility is
cross checked against a 12 point
guide, ensuring a high quality and
cost effective product.
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Reusable Walling Systems
Create a sense of presence and permanence.
Retain the ability to adapt and respond to
changes in your business with Reusable
Walling Systems.
Our comprehensive range of walling products
includes demountable walling systems that
provide the look, feel and acoustic performance
of common partition construction without
the cost and concern normally associated
with conventional build methods.
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Panels can be changed and interchanged
with no permanent alteration to the system
or existing environment.
Panels can be provided in most finishing
materials, including laminates, veneer,
integrated whiteboards, glass, wallpapers
and fabrics.
Standard sized panels can be moved and
interchanged instantly.
Demountable walling is classed as furniture
therefore is not a fixture to the building,
and thus allows the partitions to be written
off after 7 years. ’Drywalling’, however,
is classed as a permanent fixture to the
building, and can only be depreciated over
a 20 year term.

Tel: +27 (0) 11 027 9820
Mobile: +27 (0) 83 645 0131
E-mail: shaun@wallingsystems.co.za
Address: Unit D8, Deco Park, Cnr
New Market & Witkoppen, North Riding

http://www.wallingsystems.co.za
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